I. INTRODUCTION
DURING the past few years the 4NIX ("phi-nix") project at Schlumberger-Doll Research has been investigating the use of automatic programming techniques in two application domains related to oil well logging [1] - [5] . In the course of this work, we have been using the following informal definition of an automatic programming system: An automatic programming system allows a computationally naive user to describe problems using the natural terms and concepts of a domain with informality, imprecision and omission of details. An automatic programming system produces programs that run on real data to effect useful computations and that are reliable and efficient enough for routine use.
One of the interesting implications of this definition is that an automatic programming system must be domainspecific, both in order to interact effectively with the user and to draw upon domain-specific knowledge during the implementation process.
It might be argued that a general purpose automatic programming system would suffice because the domain-specific knowledge would simply be part of a program's specification. That is, a program specification would consist of not only a description-of what the software is to do, but also a set of definitions that enable the program description to be understood. This seems to fall short in several ways. First, the required domain knowledge is much more diverse than just definitions-it ranges from problem-solv- ing heuristics to expectations about the run-time characteristics of the data. Second, most of the domain knowledge is relevant for many different programs-coupling it too tightly to the specification of a single program restricts the reusability of the knowledge. Third, it would be difficult for a computationally naive user to express the domain knowledge unless the automatic programming system knew a significant amount already. For these reasons, there is a useful distinction to be made between the specification of a program and the domain-specific definitions, facts, and heuristics that provide the context for understanding the specification and the knowledge to permit its efficient implementation (see Fig. 1 ).
It might also be argued that providing the domain-specific knowledge could be part of an interactive specification process. That is, the automatic programming sytem would initially be ignorant of the domain and the user would provide the necessary domain knowledge during the process of specifying a program; after several programs have been specified, the system's knowledge of the domain would have grown substantially. This seems to be much closer to the mark: it solves the reusability problem and helps cope with the diversity of domain knowledge. It still falls short of what is needed for a computationally naive user, but presumably the first users could be more sophisticated, with the naive users waiting until the system's domain knowledge had grown sufficiently. In the long run,'this situation is probably what we should aim for. However, this approach is not yet feasible because too little is known about how to organize and structure the domain knowledge and about how domain knowledge and programming knowledge interact. In fact, these seem to me to be the key research issues in automatic programming at this time.
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Addressing these issues requires experimentation in the context of specific domains. In the rest of this paper, I will discuss some of the preliminary results of our experimentation in two domains. I will first describe the domains briefly, then present hypothetical syntheses that illustrate the knowledge required to write programs in each domain. I will then describe a framework that provides preliminary answers to the questions posed above. Although it has not been tested in the form of an implementation, the framework provides a model of the interaction between domain knowledge and programming knowledge that seems appropriate for these two application domains.
II. APPLICATION DOMAINS
Our two application domains are both related to oil well logging. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , oil well logs are made by lowering instruments (called tools) into a borehole and recording the measurements made by the tools as they are raised to the surface. The resulting logs are sequences of values indexed by depth. Logging tools measure a variety of basic petrophysical properties, such as the resistivity of the rock surrounding the borehole. Petroleum engineers, geophysicists, and geologists interpret these logs to determine properties that cannot be measured directly, such as the relative volumes of the minerals and fluids that make up the formation. For example, Fig. 3(b) shows the relative volumes of several minerals as calculated from the measured logs shown in Fig. 3(a) . Specifically, we have been concerned with the following domains. Interpretation Software
Our work on interpretation software has focused primarily on quantitative log interpretation. Quantitative interpretation relies on numerical relationships between the measured data and the desired information. For example, the following equation relates the fractional volume of fluid, water saturation (the proportion of the fluid that is water), the electrical resistivity of the water and of the rock formation 16 nals from the tool, performing mathematical calculations on the signals, determining the depths at which the signals were measured, and recording the resulting logs. Process control includes monitoring the state of the tool and sending commands to alter its state when appropriate. Typical process control activities include feedback loops to adjust tool settings and sequences of commands directing the tool through a predefined sequence of actions. One interesting aspect of the software is that it must perform both activities within real-time constraints; thus, efficiency is a critical issue.
The greatest similarity between these two domains is that they both involve the manipulation of large amounts of quantitative data. The two greatest differences are that interpretation software does not have the same real-time constraints as tool software, and that interpretation software involves qualitative inferences that must sometimes be made on the basis of relatively little quantitative information. Both types of software could be considered to be programming-in-the-small: programs range in size from a few hundred lines to a few thousand. However, the context in which they are used is closer to programming-in-the-large: there are several hundred thousand lines of system code that support both tool and interpretation software, the result of many person-years of effort. These two domains are instances of fairly broad classes of software: interpretation software is an example of data manipulation and analysis software; tool software is an example of real-time process control software. Thus, there is some hope that a framework for automatic programming that applies to these domains would generalize to much larger classes of software.
III. HYPOTHETICAL SYNTHESES One way to identify the knowledge that would be required by an automatic programming system is to develop hypothetical syntheses of particular programs [7] , [8] . A hypothetical synthesis is a sequence of reasoning steps that an automatic programming system might follow in writing the program. In this section, I The hypothetical synthesis involves two major activities. The first, formalization, begins with an imprecise and incomplete specification and ends with a precise formal specification. The informal specification describes, in domain-specific terms, the major purpose of the program and the assumptions that may be made when implementing it. The formal specification describes, in mathematical terms, the constraints (called postconditions) that must be satisfied by the outputs. The postconditions should be sufficiently restrictive to ensure that any given set of inputs uniquely determines a set of outputs. The second activity, implementation, begins with the formal specification and produces code that computes the appropriate outputs for given inputs. 1) Specification: The informal specification of the problem is as follows.
Informal Specification 1: Given logs of the sonic transit time and resistivity, compute a log of the fractional volume of hydrocarbon in the formation, assuming the solid part of the formation consists of sandstone and the fluid part consists of water and hydrocarbon. This may be represented in a schema-like fashion:
Informal Specification 1: Inputs: Sonic : Log (Real) Outputs:
VolumeHydrocarbon : Log (Real) Assumptions: Solid is sandstone.
Fluid is water and hydrocarbon. (Throughout this synthesis, Log (Real) denotes a well log whose values are real numbers.)
2) Formalization: The general strategy in a quantitative problem such as this is to find a quantitative relationship on the inputs and outputs that constrains the outputs to unique values. A log interpreter knows dozens of such relationships and knows where to find a few hundred more, and an automatic programming system would have a relatively complete catalogue of these relationships. The best situation would be if there were a single relationship that sufficiently constrained the outputs, given the inputs. However, in this case, there is not such a single relationship, so the system must try to find some set of relation' ships. Unfortunately, the space of possible sets of relationships is quite large. In order to cope with this complexity of size, domain-specific problem-solving heuristics are used, such as the following:
In a volumetric analysis problem, separate the solid and fluid analysis parts. Fluid is water and hydrocarbon. Postconditions:
Volume Water Saturation Water = VolumeFluid Volume Water + VolumeHydrocarbon = VolumeFluid Thus, at this point the original informal specification has been transformed into three formalized specifications. One final step is required for each of the three subspecifications. Implicit in the original specification was the fact that the program is to be applied to some range of depths in a well. Thus, to each formalized specification, we must add another input (Depths, an interval of real numbers) and postconditions must be quantified over all elements of Depths. (Note that Depths is an infinite set-this is acceptable at the level of postconditions in a formal specification, since it defines a constraint without implying that an infinite amount of computation must be done. 
The formalization activity is now complete: we have formal specifications for the three subspecifications. Note that in the process of formalizing the problem, we have changed the input/output characteristics of the informal specification by adding an input (ResistivityWater) whose value can only be determined at run-time.
3) Implementation: The three formal specifications may now be implemented as code in the target language. The general strategy is to apply two different types of rules: refinement rules replace abstract concepts by more concrete concepts; reformulation rules rearrange descriptions into forms that may be more easily refined. Most of the rules are domain-independent, although a few are domain-specific.
In the case of Formal Specification 1.1, the first step involves reformulation through algebraic manipulation, simplifying and solving for the output term:
Formal Specification J.Ja: In this section we will consider a hypothetical synthesis of a tool software program. It will be similar in style to the hypothetical synthesis of the interpretation program, but in the interest of brevity will be presented in somewhat less detail. This hypothetical synthesis involves the same activities, formalization and implementation, that were involved in the previous one. In fact, many of the reasoning steps are quite similar. However, the basic underlying facts about the domain are quite different.
Imagine a logging tool with a sensor that measures the time required for a sound wave to travel a fixed distance through the formation around the borehole. Upon'receiving a command from the surface, it emits a sound wave, measures the sonic transit time, and sends a signal to the surface. The strength of that signal is controlled by an amplifier in the tool, and the amplifier's gain is specified with each command.
As illustrated in Fig. 4 , there are two hardware components: the downhole tool, including the amplifier; and the surface controller, which sends control signals to the tool and receives electrical encodings of the sonic measurement from the tool. The surface controller outputs data to be recorded (the sonic log) and also the amplitude of the signal that was received at the surface. The amplitude at the surface depends on the amplitude at the downhole tool and the amount of attenuation in the transmission from the tool to the surface. The amplitude at the downhole tool depends in turn on the gain in the amplifier. The quality of the measurement is best when the signal's amplitude at the surface is close to 5 V.
The problem is to write a program (the Sonic Software in Fig. 4 ) that adjusts the gain to ensure a high quality signal, i.e., a feedback loop to control the sonic tool. From this point of view, we may use a somewhat simpler model of the tool. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , we may consider the tool to be a device with an input signal with unknown value, a control signal whose value may be set by the software, and an output signal whose value is available to the software. The unknown input corresponds to the attenuation during transmission to the surface; the control signal is the gain command; the output signal is the amplitude at the surface. IdealNextGain Value = Gain (NextGainCommand) Here, Gain (i) is the function that specifies the gain to be applied by the tool when it receives the command i.
We may decompose Informal Specification 2.1 by applying the following rule:
If there is a known relationship between the input, control, and output signals, first compute a predicted value for the next input signal, then compute the value for the ideal control signal.
In this case, we know the following fact about the sonic tool.
The uphole amplitudeof the sonic signal is the product of the downhole gain and the signal attenuation.
Thus, applying the rule yields the following: If the unknown input signal changes slowly, then the current value of the unknown is a good prediction of the next value of the unknown.
To apply this rule, we also require the following domain-specific fact.
At normal logging speeds, the attenuation of the sonic signal changes slowly.
The result is the following: Informal Specification 2. LowerBound (0) = 0 LowerBound (16) = co LowerBound(NextGainCommand) ' NextGain Value < LowerBound(NextGainCommand+ 1) 3) Implementation: The implementation activity is somewhat more complicated than it was with the interpretation program. In the interest of brevity, I will summarize the main steps.
Through algebraic manipulation techniques similar to those involved in the previous hypothetical synthesis, the first two specifications may be translated into algorithmic form and combined. If a problem involves finding an element in a discrete ordered set and a test is known for determining whether a candidate is too high or too low, one implementation technique is to propose a candidate and to increment or decrement it until an appropriate element is found.
The selection of this technique over binary and linear search is based on the following efficiency rule.
If the set is small and an initial candidate with high probability is known, the "propose candidate with linear search" is the most efficient.
In order to apply these rules, we also need the following fact:
If the unknown input to a device changes slowly, ther the control signal will also change slowly.
Thus, CurrentGainCommand is a good candidate for NextGainCommand.
The second major step concerns the fact that the computation must keep a record of its history, namely the value of the previously computed gain command. The appro-priate technique depends on the software architecture of the system on which the program is to be executed. If that architecture supports multiple processes, the history could be stored in the state of the process. For this exercise, however, we will assume that multiple processes are not supported. In this case, we will apply the following rule.
A process may be implemented as a sequence offunction calls with the process state stored in global variables.
We will assume that such global state variables are appropriately initialized elsewhere.
The third major step involves applying a rule used in the first hypothetical synthesis:
A mapping whose domain is a range of integers may be refined into an array.-Algorithm:
both are stored in global variables that are initialized elsewhere.
The result of these steps is the following algorithm: 2) Knowledge of the Application Domain: Knowledge of the application domain included basic facts about the subject matter, such as:
The sonic transit time of sandstone is 55 ,us/ft.
The gain applied by the sonic tool's amplifier is 2i
where i is the four bit command In addition, the syntheses required a variety of relationships. Some were empirically determined quantitative relationships, such as:
The relationship among water saturation, fluid volume, and resistivity is given by the following formula: Sauration Water2 = A * ResistivityWater VolumeFluid2 * Resistivity where A depends on characteristics of the formation.
Others were definitional quantitative realationships, such as the following:
The relationship among water saturation, fluid volume, and water volume is defined by the following formula:
SttWt~~Volume Water SaturationWater =Vouear VolumeFluid Finally, there were qualitative relationships. At normal logging speeds, the attenuation of the sonic signal changes slowly.
In addition to this factual type of knowledge, the syntheses also required the use of domain-specific problem-solving heuristics, such as
In a volumetric analysis problem, separate the solid and fluid analysis parts.
If a command can only approximate the desired command value, first compute the ideal value, then compute the encoding that corresponds as closely as possible to the ideal value.
Finally, the synthesis required the use of domain-specific data types and their associated refinement rules, such as the following:
A log should be refined into a mapping of integers to values, where successive indexes correspond to 6 inch depth intervals.
3) Knowledge of Mathematics: The mathematical knowledge used in the syntheses consisted primarily of techniques for manipulating mathematical expressions, in particular, for solving an equation or a system of equations, and for simplifying an expression. 4) Knowledge of the Target Architecture and Language: The tool software synthesis required knowledge of the target architecture:
The target architecture does not support multiple processes.
Finally, knowledge of the syntax of the target language was required:
The Pascal syntax of an iteration over an integer variable is for I := X to Y do ...
IV. A FRAMEWORK FOR DOMAIN-SPECIFIC AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING
The hypothetical syntheses of the previous section illustrated the steps that an automatic programming system might go through in the process of producing code from informal specifications. That process involves two activities, formalization and implementation, each of which manipulates and transforms descriptions of the program as it proceeds through various intermediate stages of development. In this section, I will describe in more detail a framework for domain-specific automatic programming systems, based on these activities and the descriptions that they manipulate.
A. Programming Activities
As illustrated in the hypothetical syntheses, programming in our domains involves two qualitatively different activities.
Formalization begins with some informal idea about what the program should do and ends with a formal description of precisely what the program should do but not how it should do it.
Implementation begins with a formal description of the required behavior and ends with code in the target language.
In our application domains, the difficulty of the formalization activity is due to the large amount of knowledge that is potentially applicable to solving any given problem. The formalization activity must select the relevant knowledge and organize it into a precise description. The best strategy for this activity seems to involve two components: if a problem can be recognized as one for which a simple formal representation is known (e.g., a quantitative relationship stored in a data base of relationships), then use that relationship; otherwise, try to apply a problemsolving heuristic to decompose the problem into smaller, hopefully simpler, ones. Note that this strategy was used in both of the hypothetical syntheses, although there were substantial differences in the detailed facts and relationships upon which the strategy relied. One interesting aspect of the formalization activity in our domains is that it seems more concerned with incompleteness than with inconsistency in the original informal specification. This seems to be because individual programs in our domains are relatively small and inconsistencies in the specifications are less likely to occur. On the other hand, issues of inconsistency do arise with respect to the domain knowledge base, especially because of the empirical nature of much of the knowledge. During the formalization activity, this would be reflected in alternative relationships that could be used in the postconditions. The selection among such alternatives must be made on the basis of assumptions or preferences expressed by the user.
The implementation activity is largely concerned with computational tractability and efficiency. The basic goal is to determine a program that performs a precisely defined task. In trying to determine such a program, knowledge of programming techniques and mathematics plays a central role, although knowledge of the do'main is occasionally required. The overall process is one of gradual refinement, ending when the program description involves only concepts that are available in the target language. The basic strategy involves considering each of the components of the specification. If the component is already in an algorithmic form, then refine the algorithm by using refinement rules, selecting among alternative rules on the basis of efficiency considerations. If the component is not yet an algorithm, try to use mathematical rules or techniques to find a different but equivalent description, with the hope that it will be more amenable to direct translation into an algorithmic form. At various times during the implementation activity, it may also be advantageous to apply optimizing transformations to the algorithm.
B. Program Descriptions
Formalization and implementation manipulate descriptions of partially written programs. There are three qualitatively different types of descriptions.
An Informal Specification is an imprecise, incomplete description of the program to be written.
A Formal Specification is a precise description of the program's inputs and outputs and the relationship that they must satisfy.
An Algorithm, either abstract or concrete, is a procedural description of a technique for computing the outputs from the inputs.
An informal specification is a description of the problem to be solved, including inputs, outputs, assumptions, and some of the constraints that must be satisfied. Such a description is informal in that it may be incomplete (e.g., not enough information to compute the outputs from the inputs) or not quite correct (e.g., some inputs may be missing, others unnecessary). Such a description may involve many domain-specific concepts. The formalization activity manipulates such descriptions; for example, it may add more information, such as the fact that an additional input is required. Some of the manipulations may be domain-specific; for example, the system may determine that a desired log can be computed only if an additional assumption is made (e.g., that the rock formation consists of a specific set of minerals).
A formal specification consists of inputs, outputs, preconditions, and postconditions. The pre-and postconditions are formal statements, generally in mathematical terms, of the relationships that may be assumed about the inputs and that must be satisfied by the outputs. Formal specifications are produced by the formalization activity when problem statements have been made complete and precise enough to be rendered in a mathematical style. During the implementation activity, a formal specification may be reformulated several times in order to find a formal specification that may be translated directly into an algorithm. Our approach to formal specification is quite similar to that of traditional automatic programming work in the use of preconditions and postconditions. However, our approach differs from recent nontraditional specification languages (e.g., GIST [10] ) in that we do not include constructs with side-effects.
An algorithm consists of inputs, outputs, and a procedure for computing the outputs from the inputs. It includes control structures and imperative operations, as well as applicative ones. During the implementation activity, an algorithm may range from abstract to concrete: the formal specification is initially transformed into an abstract al-gorithm which is then refined into a concrete algorithm. The difference between the abstract and concrete levels lies in the data types and operators. In fact, there is a spectrum of data types, ranging from the most abstract (e.g., sets and mappings) to the most concrete (e.g., lists and arrays), with intermediate levels in between (e.g., sequences). The implementation activity replaces the abstract concepts by slightly more refined ones (e.g., refine a set into a sequence) until concrete data structures and operators are determined. This part of the implementation activity would be similar to the algorithm refinement techniques used by PSISYN [11] . The implementation activity continues until the description is expressed solely in terms of concepts available in the target language. There may be considerable variation in the concepts used at this level, since different languages support different constructs (e.g., lists are available in Lisp, but not in Pascal). Although most of the data types are relatively general, some may be domain-specific (e.g., a well log). The domain-specific data types are primarily used early in the implementation activity.
Although we may distinguish among these three types of program description, it seems important to have a notation that spans all of them. That is, an automatic programming system should manipulate program descriptions in a wide-spectrum language [12] . There are two major reasons. First, the system must be able to develop different components of the program at different rates. For example, it may be wise to implement one component, in order to ensure that it is possible to do so, before attempting to work on another. Second, the system must include a variety of mechanisms that operate on program descriptions, for example, to perform efficiency analysis or symbolic execution. These are most easily built if there is a single coherent language upon which they can operate. Since all three types of program descriptions include typed inputs and outputs, one -way to combine the levels into a wide-spectrum language would be to connect the components together through the flow of data values from one component to another. That is, the description of a partially developed program would consist of a data flow network whose components may be descriptions at any of the three levels. Our use of data flow links is similar to that of the plan calculus used in the Programmer's Apprentice [13] , except that we restrict the use of operations with side-effects and that we have not yet found a need for purpose links.
C. Representing the Knowledge
Given the two programming activities and the three types of program descriptions, it is now possible to state more precisely how the various areas of knowledge might be represented for use by an automatic programming system.
Programming knowledge would be represented in several different ways. Domain-independent problem-solving heuristics would be represented as pattern-action rules, where the patterns are informal specifications and the actions are decompositions into other specifications. Knowledge about the relationship between formal specifications and algorithms would be represented as rules whose patterns are formal specifications and whose actions produce abstract algorithms that compute outputs from inputs. Knowledge about data types and operators would be represented in a hierarchically structured knowledge base (e.g., in a language like STROBE [14] ). Knowledge about implementing the data types and operators would be represented as refinement rules whose patterns are expressions involving the data types and operators and whose actions are expressions involving more concrete or rearranged constructs. The data types and rules would be quite similar to the rules used by PECOS [15] , [16] or the plan equivalences used by the Programmer's Apprentice [17] . Although not required for the hypothetical syntheses given earlier, additional knowledge about programming would include algorithms to perform efficiency analysis [18] or symbolic execution [19] , [20] .
Domain knowledge would also be represented in several ways. Basic facts and relationships would be represented as structured objects, and stored in a knowledge base. Domain-specific problem-solving heuristics would be represented in a fashion similar to the domain-independent problem-solving heuristics. Finally, knowledge of domain-specific data types would be represented as extensions to the system's knowledge of domain-independent data types and refinement rules. Although we can identify these specific representations for domain knowledge, it seems likely that, in addition, a more general facility (e.g., RML [21] ) will also be required.
Mathematical knowledge would be represented primarily in a procedural fashion, as algorithms that perform the desired manipulations, such as solving equation systems or simplifying expressions.
Finally, knowledge about the target language would be represented essentially as a filter on the allowability of refinements into data types and operators. That is, different programming languages support different base level data types and operators; those that are inappropriate for a given target language would simply be tagged as such. Knowledge about the syntax of the target language would be represented as a translator from the lower levels of the wide-spectrum language into the textual form required by the target language's compiler or interpreter. Finally, knowledge about the execution costs of the various operators in different languages would be stored in the operator hierarchy. Knowledge about the software architecture would be represented in a way similar to knowledge of the target language. For example, processes would be tagged as an inappropriate implementation technique for programs intended for use on an architecture that does not support multiple processes.
D. Using the Knowledge
Based on the representations just described, it is now possible to describe how each of the programming activities, formalization and implementation, would use the knowledge to write programs. Both activities are best modeled in terms of transformations on program descriptions. That is, each starts with a program description and transforms it gradually into the desired result of that activity.
Given an informal specification, the formalization ac--tivity would first search through its knowledge base of relationships to find one (or several) that could be used to constrain the inputs and outputs. If suitable relationships could not be found (perhaps because of resource limitations on the search), the system would search through a presumably smaller set of problem-solving heuristics, looking for one whose pattern matched the informal specification. If successful, the specification would be decomposed and the parts considered separately. If unsuccessful, the system would be forced to abandon this path.
Given a formal specification, the implementation activity would search its body of rules for translating specifications into algorithms. If none are found, the system would try to use its repertoire of mathematical techniques to rearrange the program description in order to find a description that would be more amenable to translation into algorithmic form. Once an abstract algorithm has been determined, the system would search through its body of refinement rules for those that match various components of the algorithm (instances of data types or operators) and that are on paths toward concrete concepts that are appropriate for the given target language. If none are found, the system would have to abandon this approach and consider an alternative path; if one is found, it would be applied; if several are found, efficiency analysis or heuristics would be invoked in order to choose among them. The refinement process would continue until the program description consisted solely of concepts that are appropriate to the target language, at which point a translator from the program description language into the syntax of the target language would be used to produce the final code that implements the original informal specification.
As suggested by the above descriptions, there is actually a tree of program descriptions to be explored. The successors of a node in the tree are determined by the transformations that are applicable to that node. An interesting point of comparison between the two activities is that the trees associated with them are qualitatively different. The formalization tree is broad and shallow with many dead-ends; the implementation tree is narrow and deep with relatively few dead-ends. Thus, the strategy for formalization is aimed at finding any successful path, while the strategy for implementation is aimed at eliminating as soon as possible paths that lead to inefficient implementations. An extended discussion of the issues that arise when considering the entire tree of descriptions is available elsewhere [11] , as are discussions of other transformation systems [22] - [24] .
E. Evolution of Knowledge
One of the interesting characteristics of our application domains, as well as most other domains, is that the knowledge of the domains evolves over time. One consequence of the separation of the programming process into the formalization and implementation activities is that different types of changes in the knowledge lead to changes in different activities. For example, recent experiments suggest that a different sonic transit time equation would be more accurate than that used in the first hypothetical synthesis. This would be reflected by a change in one of the postconditions of the formal specification, followed by a rederivation of the program. Thus, both formalization and implementation would be affected. Another interesting source of change relates to the computer systems on which the software runs: as more advanced computer systems become available, software written for the one system must be converted to run under another. For example, if the new system supported multiple processes, the feedback loop in the second hypothetical synthesis would be implemented as a separately executing process with an internal state. Thus, the formal specification would not be changed, so only the implementation activity would be affected. In both of these cases, the framework described earlier lends itself to recording the various decisions that were made initially during either activity, which would in turn support the selective rederivation of a program to reflect either type of change. More detailed discussions of the rederivation issue are available elsewhere [25] .
V. DISCUSSION One of the central aspects of the framework described in Section IV is the characterization of two programming activities, formalization and implementation. Traditionally, research in automatic programming has focused on the second of these activities. For example, most work in the deductive paradigm (e.g., the work of Manna and Waldinger and others [26] , [27] ) addresses primarily the early part of the implementation activity. Work within the knowledge-based paradigm (e.g., PSISYN [11] ) has generally focused on refining abstract algorithms into concrete algorithms. However, it seems clear that the formalization activity is also necessary if we are to build an automatic programming system satisfying the definition given in the first section of this paper. There are several reasons. First, a formal specification by its very definition must be complete and precise. Second, a formal specification language would probably not be considered natural to a computationally naive user. Finally, most formal specification languages require the same sort of care and attention to detail that traditional programming requires: "No matter how high the level, its's still programming" [28] . Thus, the amount of work required to produce a formal specification is likely to be comparable to that required to write a traditional program. Although formal specifications would free the user from excessive concern with efficiency, and would relieve some of the burdens of maintenance, the overall productivity gain would not approach the gains that would be achieved by building an automatic programming system that performs formalization as well as implementation. Thus, our motivation for using an informal specification is similar to that of the SAFE project [29] , which included a pseudonatural language informal specification language, and a procedural formal specification language.
It has been argued elsewhere (e.g., by Swartout and Balzer [30] ) that the two activities are inevitably mixed together. In fact, there is a growing belief in the software engineering community that formalization in the absence of implementation is not possible because of the difficulty of formalizing the right set of requirements. Without feedback from experimenting with an implementation, it is impossible to be certain that the specification specifies the program that the user really wants. Why then do we make the distinction? The primary reason is that it seems important to preserve a precise description of the software that is independent of the software itself. As a simple example, the problem of converting a body of software from one computational environment to another would be simplified considerably by the existence of a high-level description of the software. Therefore, the use of a formal specification seems important enough to single it out during the development process. A secondary reason is that the two activities of formalization and implementation are qualitatively different. Formalization is concerned with determining a precise description of what the software should do. 'Implementation is concerned with determining an efficient way to do it. Thus, the characterization of the two activities seems appropriate and useful. For similar reasons, a comparable distinction is also made in the proposal for a Knowledge-Based Software Assistant [31] that is intended for use in many different domains. Note, however, that the use of a wide-spectrum language actually permits the two activities to be mixed together: one component of an informal specification could be fully implemented before another component is even fully specified. Therefore, the distinction does not prevent the intertwining.
In many ways, the formalization activity is analagous to recent work in algorithm design [27] , [32] , [33] . For example, the Designer system also deals with intermediate states that are informal and imprecise. The greatest difference seems to be that the source of difficulty in our domains is somewhat different from that in the mathematical domains that are usually the subject of algorithm design work. In'the case of the mathematical domains, there usually seems to be a need for some creative insight or discovery, some kind of "Eureka!" In our domains, the major difficulty is simply the large amount of domain knowledge that must be understood and applied.
Another automatic programming issue that has received considerable attention involves the interaction between the implementations of different components of a program [11] , [34] , [35] . Different components must be implemented in such a way that they do not interfere with each other, and cooperate when necessary. To date, this appears not to be a major issue in our domains. There seem to be two reasons for this. First, for the types of abstract algorithms with which we are concerned, there are often relatively few choices to be considered and their implications seem to be within a component more than outside of it. For example, the selection of a search algorithm for the command encoder of the sonic feedback loop could be made without concern about interference with the computation of the ideal gain value.. Second, there are standard representations of the data (e.g., logs) to be passed between components. This further reduces the possibilities for unplanned interactions. A related automatic programming issue involves constraint propagation. In our domains, it seems likely that some form of constraint propagation will be important, especially for dealing with exceptional conditions. One form in which it might be incorporated would be-in a mechanism for symbolic execution [20] . Both of these issues, interaction among components and constraint propagation arise, not only in software design, but also in other types of design [36] .
Recent work in application program generators has'also been aimed at domain-specific special-purpose automatic programming systems [37] . These are generally characterized by domain-specific' specification languages, usually with a simple syntax, and algorithmic techniques for producing code from these languages. In such a generator, the language and algorithms amount to an implicit embodiment of the required domain and programming knowledge. In our domain, such an approach is inadequate for two reasons. First, there is considerable variability in the programs that must be written. Even programs wvhose specifications, are superficially similar may be implemented in significantly different ways. The reasons for this variability include mathematical considerations (e.g., not all systems of equations can be solved explicitly), domain considerations (e.g., light hydrocarbons should be treated differently from heavy hydrocarbons), and programming considerations (e.g., different implementations may be more or less efficient in different circumstances). Such variability is often a difficulty'for algorithmic techniques in which assumptions about the domain are implicit in procedure bodies. Second, our domains require qualitative reasoning. For example, a volumetric analysis, program generally presupposes assumptions about'what materials are present in the formation. This is especially important for dealing with exceptional conditions, as illustrated by s ("phi-naught"), an application generator for certain classes of interpretation programs [2] . 0 worked quite well for single interpretation models, but was less helpful when the model was not applicable or produced implausible results.
Work on DRACO [38] has'also emphasized the use of domain knowledge. DRACO includes a mechanism for defining models of new domains in terms of previously defined domains. In particular, DRACO enables the definition of domain-specific constructs and the description of refinements of those constructs in other domains. Experience with DRACO supports the belief that realistic, realworld domains require ''substantial 'amounts of do'mainknowledge;'for example, the domain model for one rather specific domain (tactical display systems) was over' 100 pages long. In terms of the distinction between the formalization and implementation activities, DRACO seems to be focused primarily on the second.
A final point of comparison is with the PSI project [39] . PSI's distinction between acquisition and synthesis was similar to our distinction between formalization and implementation except that PSI's intermediate level was more algorithmic than our formal specification language. PSI also included a "domain expert" in its initial design, but this was eventually absorbed into the Program'Model Builder [40] , one of the components of PSI's acquisition phase. Thus, PSI placed considerably less emphasis on domain knowledge.
In conclusion, the 4FNIx effort has some similarities with previous work in automatic programming, but the domains in which we have pursued our research have led to some substantial differences. The key distinction of our domains seems to be that the complexity is due to the sheer volume of domain knowledge that is involved, rather than to the domain-independent algorithm and data structure choices that the software embodies. A second important characteristic is that much of that knowledge seems to be important for many different programs within the domain. These both seem to be characteristics of many real-world domains, so there is some reason to hope that the domairnspecific directions being pursued by the 4)NIX project will have relevance outside of our domains.
